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Case background

Qweery is een Nederlands bedrijf dat zoek- en navigatieoplossingen biedt 
voor E-commerce websites. Zij kunnen de aanwezige informatie logisch 
bundelen en op de juiste plek in de juiste vorm aanbieden.                                                       
In deze case beschrijving specifiek aandacht voor de interne zoekmachine met 
filters oplossing en de Frequently Asked Questions (AJAX techniek) module.

Dutch Ecommerce 
company Fonq is 
the owner of the 
fonq.nl online shop 
and more than 60 
niche shops that 
are based on the 
same lay-out as 
the fonq.nl shop. 

Fonq belongs to 
the top 100* Dutch 
E-business sites 
based on turnover 
estimates. (*Twinkle)

Case background

Every shop of Fonq has an internal search module in the top navigation of the 
website. We already knew that people using the internal search are very valuable 
when it comes to turnover per visitor. The Fonq web stats told us that the internal 
search users have a 250% higher conversion rate compared to the average user.
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Case background

Once you enter a 
search term or 
sentence in the input 
box of the current 
situation, youʼd have 
to submit the query 
before the website 
would show the 
results on the next 
page. We thought this 
process was not 
efficient enough!

step 1

step 2

Case background

New technologies over the past years gave us instant feedback opportunities at web 
forms and auto complete functionalities in the web browser or even the search 
engine. This all is saving us time and helping us to enter the right search query. 
According to Hitwise, only 75% of al first queries to a search engine result in a visit to 
a result from the result page. This “success rate” at internal search engines from web 
shops even lowers all the way down to less than 50% (Online Dialogue research).
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What did we test?

We looked for a software solution that could deliver us an instant internal search 
results solution for a webshop. Not just an auto complete, but direct visual response 
of web shop products. Updating at every single character input…
The developers of Dutch search solution provider Qweery created TypeResult.com, 
which exactly behaves the way we would love to see the Fonq internal search work.
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What did we test?

We implemented the 
TypeResult solution as a 
proof-of-concept test on 
5 of the Fonq webshops

-  Skottelbraaishop.nl
-  Curverwebshop.nl
-  Brabantia-webshop.nl
-  Barbecueswinkel.nl
- Fonq.nl

What did we test?

This is what the 
implementation 
looked like: every 
new character input 
would give you an in- 
page search result 
update with picture, 
text and price on 
each product.

The layer already 
shows up after typing 
the first character and 
withholds only the 
products from the 
web shop the user is 
visiting at that 
moment.
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What did we test?
Qweery extended Fonqʼs TypeResult.com install 
with the ability to random show only a part off all 
the users the TypeResult solution*. Cookies would 
remember if you should participate in the new B 
version of the test or stay at the default A version.

With Google Analytics as the given web 
analytics package of Fonq we decided to 
push a custom variable to Google Analytics 
filled with the fact if the internal search user 
saw version A or version B from the 
TypeResult proof-of-concept test.

The AB conversion test was performed at all 5 web shops at the same time. By 
segmenting on customer variables in Google Analytics we could sum up the 
unique users and conversions (bought products) from version A and B.  

* This is called AB testing. To read more about AB testing: please check Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A/B_testing
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The results!

Default (version A) TypeResult (version B)

6722 unique users
318 conversions

Conversion rate = 4,73%

4095 unique users
289 conversions

Conversion rate = 7,03%
This test was performed in 3 full weeks. Starting: May 17th 2010 en ending: until June 6th 2010 

The results!

This is what the 
implementation 
looked like: every 
new character input 
would give you an in- 
page search result 
update with picture, 
text and price on 
each product.

The layer shows up 
after typing the first 
character and 
presents only the 
articles from the web 
shop the user visits.

Internal search users
conversion rate uplift:

49%
✓ Results are completely statistical significant*

*More on this at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_significance

Extra yearly turnover by 
internal search improvement 
for the 5 tested web shops:

€ 329.198
 Prediction based on weekly gain during the test
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About Online Dialogue

 Online Dialogue has the ambition to get the quality of 
offline service en sales dialogues to the online field.

Strategy

Design

Optimization

Our services:
  Internet strategy guidance.
 Designing the online presence.
 Getting structure in online revenue optimization.
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About Online Dialogue

 Online Dialogue is an independent collective of well 
experienced coaches with online revenue knowledge.

 We share the Online Dialogue vision about online 
customer contact and work together to improve our 
clients business and build-up best practise methods.

  Besides all steering partners Online Dialogue holds a 
high quality interim pool with online revenue 
specialists which can be hired to get the job done.

Web: onlinedialogue.com

Mail: info@onlinedialogue.com
Phone: +3130 4100 170
Fax: +3130 4100 171

Address:
Postbus 26, 3500 AA, Utrecht

Web: fonq.nl

Mail: info@fonq.nl
Phone: +3130 2416 160
Fax: +3130 2670 660

Address:
Radonweg 3, 3542 AN, Utrecht

Case contact:

Ton Wesseling
Senior conversion consultant
Online Dialogue

Mail: ton@onlinedialogue.com

Case contact:

Jeremiah Albinus
Online marketing manager
Fonq

Mail: jeremiah.albinus@fonq.nl


